INTRODUCTION waves produce wavelike variations in conserved quantities such as potential temperature or long-lived constituent

A significant fraction of the space-time variance in trop-species (which act as material tracers). Kelvin waves ical zonal wind and temperature fields is observed to be should thus be evidenced in both temperature and tracer contained in equatorially trapped, eastward propagating oscillations, and this behavior is confirmed in LIMS
This equation is equivalent to linear regression over Transport is the dominant mechanism for T-O3 coherthe associated frequency band. It is also equivalent ence in the lower stratosphere. Here the ratio (gz/S), as to the product of T-O3 coherence squared (6) with measured by LIMS, gives a firm estimate of the (P(O3)/P(T))Z/2; this latter quantity is proportional to ratio. LIMS V5 shows nearly exact in phase T-O• be-
the ozone-temperature amplitude ratio, which can be havior below 10 mb for both modes, but the compared for the wave 1 mode in Figures 2 and 4 . amplitude is a factor of 2-3 too large (Figure 8 ). LIMS Figure 8 
